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Luffy gear 4 vs doflamingo

Also known as the Heavenly Demon, Donquixote Doflamingo is one of the strongest characters in the world of One Piece. At one point, he served as one of the Royal Shichibukai before being taken down by Monkey D. Luffy in Dressros. With strong Hooks and the mighty Fruit of the Devil Paramecia, Doflamingo has
become one of the strongest in the New World. However, these are certainly those above his level as well. Here are 5 one-piece characters stronger than Doflamingo and 5 that are weaker. 10 STRONGER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Monkey D. Luffy Luffy is the captain of straw hat pirates and one of the strongest currently
sailing the seas. He wieldes the power of Gomu Gomu no Mi and has extremely strong Hooks. Luffy took the hooks to the next level, training him rigorously over time. In Dressros, he clashed with Donquixote Doflamingo and proved to be much stronger than Shichibukai. At the moment, Doflamingo is barely a threat to
him. 9 WEAKER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Capone Bege Captain of the Firetank Pirates, Capone Bege is one of the strongest characters in the New World at the moment. He is one of the members of the Worst Generation and has a prize of 350 million berries on his mind. Bege is very strong, as you can see during the
entire cake island bow where he stood up to the Charlotte Oven and even took some hits from Big Mom. However, compared to Doflamingo, there are not many chances, unfortunately. 8 STRONGER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Charlotte Cracker Charlotte Cracker is one of the sweet commanders of Big Mom Pirates and a
man with 860 million bounty berries on his head. Being a Sweet Commander, few can have their own against him. Monkey D. Luffy, even though he was able to gear 4, could not defeat Charlotte Cracker without the help of Nami, while he absolutely demolished Doflamingo in the same form. This is proof that although
Doflamingo is powerful, he cannot stand up with Cracker in battle. 7 WEAKER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Basil Hawkins Like Bege, Hawkins is one of the members of the Worst Generation. He leads the Hawkins Pirates and currently serves under Yonko Kaido. Hawkins has the power of Wara Wara no Mi, which allows him
to create and manipulate straws at will. It is also capable of using magical abilities, although little is known about them. After all, Hawkins is not quite as powerful as he was defeated by Trafalgar Law without much trouble in Wano Country. Against Doflamingo he would not stand a chance. 6 STRONGER THAN
DOFLAMINGO: Charlotte Katakuri Katakuri is one of the sweet commanders of Big Mom Pirates and has a billion bounty berries on her head. He wieldes the powers of the Special Paramecia Mochi Mochi no Mi, which allows him to create, control and even turn into Mochi at will. His greatest strength is the observation of
Haki, through which he can even see the future. Against such a monster, Doflamingo will not stand much 5 WEAKER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Gecko Moria Moria is the captain of Kory Thriller's Pirates and has Paramecia Devil Fruit powers called Kage Kage no Mi. Using her powers, Moria can freely manipulate shadows
at will. Although strong enough to fight Kaido for several days, his strength weakened over time and by Marineford, he was declared unfit for shichibukai. Moria is undoubtedly weaker than Doflamingo. 4 STRONGER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Kaido Kaido is one of four emperors of the sea in one piece and someone who
can only be matched by a handful of characters. Although he has lost seven battles in his life as a pirate, Kaido is certainly not someone who would have lost to Doflamingo. The fact that Doflamingo fears kaido's only existence is sufficient proof of this. Kaido stuck against someone like Shanks and even Big Mom - feats
that Doflamingo can't even hope to achieve. 3 WEALER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Crocodile Also known as Sir Crocodile, was one of the Royal Shichibukai at one point in the series and had a bounty of 81 million berries before it became one. The crocodile is a user of Suna Suna no Mi Logia, which allows him to freely
control the sand. Unfortunately, he doesn't seem to be a Haki user, which means someone like Doflamingo can handle it without much trouble. The crocodile, without a doubt, is weaker than the Heavenly Demon. 2 STRONGER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Big Mom Big Mom is one of the sea yonko in the world of One Piece
and someone who is able to compete even Kaido in battle. It has 4.3 billion berries on its head, which is currently the second largest in the entire series. Big Mom's powers allow her to beat almost anyone in an instant and Doflamingo is certainly no exception. Doflamingo is someone who has been overpowered by Luffy
on Gear 4, which automatically makes him a few times weaker than Big Mom. 1 WEAKER THAN DOFLAMINGO: Arlong Arlong led the infamous Arlong Pirates and terrorized East Blue back into one of The One Piece's earlier arches, where his actions left a lasting impact. It is worth noting that he had a bounty of 20
million berries on his head. Although Arlong was a capable Fishman, he was barely a threat to any strong grand line character. The fact that Luffy defeated him without any of his runs means he is not a threat to Doflamingo either. NEXT: One Piece: 10 Beatdowns Luffy Should Have Never Survived Next Naruto: 9
Powers You Never Knew Naruto Uzumaki Had About The Author Rei Penber (582 Articles Published) More From Rei Penber Fabriquant : Jacks Do Gamme : Résine - Non Officielles – GK Personnage : Luffy, Doflamingo Matériau : Résine Edition Limitée : 900 pièces Hauteur : 45x30x40cm Poids : 8Kg Date de Sortie :
12/2016 Prix de sortie : env. 300€ Voir la figurine sur Fanatic Anime Store Boutiques Figurines One Piece Manga-San : 5% Réduction avec le code promo MANGAFOP Mangatori : 5€ de réduction sur votre commande lors de votre inscription avec le code parrain 1942107 SeriousToys : 5% de Réduction avec le code
promo FOP5 Forum &gt; One Piece Avenue &gt; One Piece Battledome &gt; Discussion at One Piece Battledome launched by Zoro20, January 22, 2020 Forums &gt; One Piece Avenue &gt; One Piece Battledome &gt; Yes, many people are still confused about it, so I decided to give your opinion. First we will use the
manga. I'll try to make both Luffy and Doflamingo look even when they finally face each other, that is, after the gamma knife law and counter shock. Although I think Doflamingo was in a slight disadvantage. Let's say that when Luffy arrives at Dressros, both he and Doflamingo are 100% . After their struggles, when they
finally face each other Doffy is 95%, while Luffy is 75%. Doffy gets Red Hawked and Luffy is also beaten by Doffy so Doffy 85% and Luffy 65%. Doffy then receives an injection shot while Luffy is beaten by Bellamy, so Doffy 80%, while Luffy 55% (bellamy got more than 1 punch) Then we see Doffy hit by 2 of the Ultimate
Moves Right. It goes down to 70% by 1 movement (Counter Shock) and then up to 60% by 2 (the order of moves does not mean anything here). Also remember that Law's Gamma Knife is a one-hit KO attack. Doffy just sewed up. That doesn't mean he's cured. The organs have been torn off, so now they will not work
100%. Now his Doffy 60% vs. Luffy 55%. But wait. The birdcage must be using some doflamingo force too right? So ultimately his Doflamingo 55% vs. Luffy55%. Percentages do not represent HP. They represent all their strength. Luffy was reduced to 75% intially due to his struggles in collisuem, and especially because
of his use of The Conqueror's Hooks. I didn't count the CoC clash between Doflamingo and Luffy because it would just be equal among them. Nevertheless, the percentages were only to show that both Doflamingo and Luffy were almost equal. Some people say Luffy wasn't 100% so that's why I turned it on. This was
required because it is 1 in 1 between Luffy and Doflamingo. Percentages should not be taken too seriously. Now we start a real battle. In the manga Luffy enters Gear 4 and on Doffy, but that's not enough and now he needs 10 minutes to recover. In those 10 minutes the doffy easily ends luffy because Luffy can't even
move. Now many people claim that Luffy could hit KKG immediately after passing the G4. I think there must be several reasons (except for creating drama, tension, etc.) why Luffy preferred to use other G4 attacks instead of KKG. Some of the reasons I can think of now are listed below. Maybe KKG exhausts more hooks
than other G4 attacks. So the use of means a further reduction in G4 time. Maybe KKG is slower than other G4 attacks because it requires building bone) and is larger, so naturally it will be a little slower. Remember that after Doflamigo started using awakening the fight continued for another 20 minutes. shows that even
after receiving KG, RS and python Doffy still fights g4 for 20 minutes. In those 20 minutes (which were off screen) we don't know what happened. You can put on 2 things. Despite his awakening, Luffy was still able to take advantage of some of his other G4 attacks on Doffy. But it just shows how much doffy tank there is.
Doffy was able to avoid Luffy's attacks on the G4, taking advantage of the awakening for 20 minutes. This point also works in Doffy's favor.These 20 minutes were when they both fought fully. Unfortunately they were off screen. But you can see that Doffy was able to waste Luffy's precious time at the G4. If you are
fighting 1 on 1 and luffy immediately uses kkg. Doffy will be hit before he realizes how strong this attack is. But you will not lose about 1 kkg and will learn from your mistakes. If he notices that Luffy is preparing another KKG, he will put all his threads into defense. This would be able to reduce the impact of KKG. Then you
will just drag the fight as you dragged it into manga. page shows that Doflamingo can cancel some of Luffy's G4 attacks. With enough threads it could reduce the impact of KKG to such a level that it would do damage equal to or slightly greater than KG. and sites show Doflamingo can hold its own against G4 when using
Awakening. So it's not like the G4 completely owns Doflamingo (as many people believe). website shows that gamma knife effects are still there. Doflamingo heals. I think LEo Bazooka opened his wounds, so he sews again or repairs broken seams. In the manga, Doffy did not know the power of KKG himself, so he
resorted to using his own attack with a small defense (cobweb). Also people argue using things like writer's trick, tension, drama should know that it's also for those things that Doflamingo did:Kill Law when he had a chance on the bridge and inside the castle. Kill gladiators in less than 10 minutes. All the strong pushed
the birdcage. Kill Rebecca and Viola immediately instead of playing with them. Use the parasite on Luffy and immediately use Awakening 16 Assassin or Flap thread to break Luffy's hooks before he can pass the G4 (as it takes time to inflate the muscles). So in the end 1 on 1 Doflaming Vs Luffy ends up doflamingo
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